[The preparation of NiFe2O4 composite nanoparticles and spectral properties].
The composite nanoparticles of Ni-ferrite with coated gelatin were prepared with the gel-microemulsion chemical tailoring method. The gelatin FeCl2 and NiCl2 were used to prepare gel, which was tailored to be particles in micellar of microemulsion, and the particles were reduced, compounded and nucleated. Surveying by XRD, TEM, IR and EDS showed that the particles formed were coated by gelatin protein and their mean sizes are in the range of 10-100 nm, and particle sizes are 3.3-4.6 nm. There are about 3-22 NiFe2O4 particles on each spheroid. The measurement of magnetic parameters indicated that the specific saturation magnetization was sigma(s) = 36.31 x 10(3)/4pi(A x m(-1) x g(-1)), coercivity was H(c) = 6750 A x m(-1), and residual magnetism B(r) = 4.39 x 10(3)/4pi(A x m(-1) x g(-1)).